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Benefits and pitfalls  

EXIT INTERVIEWS 

WHY YOUR EMPLOYEES WILL 

lthough I am a great believer in 'it's the people that make 

the difference', ResourceBank has always been an 

enthusiastic adopter of innovative practices and 

technology. The ResourceBank name itself was inspired by an 
early OCR Optical Character Recognition system called Resumix 

which was quite something in 1995! Sadly it wasn't quite clever 

enough and failed to recognise simple statements such as 'I 

didn't go to University ' and would populate data fields that then 

needed scrutiny from , yes you guessed it , a person !! 

So with the support of a few loyal clients we set about creating a 

system that met our needs and that system or a distant relative 

has served us well until quite recently. We were proud of the 
system and it became a trusted friend and over the years has 

allowed us to provide highly efficient and cost effective solutions. 

  

I’ve confined my Classic car to the garage. 

It took some persuasion from my team to convince me there was 

a better option and after careful consideration and one false start 

we finally confined my now 'classic car' system to the garage 

permanently and over the last three years we have introduced an 
advanced applicant tracking and CRM system throughout our 

business.   

This system has transformed our ability to provide services to 

customers that are truly enhanced by the technology 

underpinning them.    

I have seen the numbers of candidate applications increase by 

35% through having mobile websites allowing candidates to apply 

for roles with their LinkedIn profiles.    
 

I have watched our recruitment teams review digital interviews 

recorded by candidates – and shortlist candidates for face-to-face 

interviews in half the time it took using traditional screening 

methods.   

I have heard from a customer who was delighted to be able to 

gain instant access to his candidate shortlist in the middle of the 

night UK time (he was in Singapore at the time).   

Don’t get me wrong.  People are still the most important factor at 

ResourceBank.  However – investing in digital technology can 

significantly enhance the efficiency of that people-driven service 

and make your recruitment, on-boarding and HR process far 

more effective.  

 A final observation. We have seen some of the most expensive 

and supposedly sophisticated systems crippled by poor data and 

ineffective utilisation. The old adage still applies 'rubbish 
in....rubbish out’ - so when you are implementing new technology, 

make sure your people understand how to use it effectively.  

Richard Pearson  

Managing Director  

01952 281900 

info@resourcebank.co.uk 



ideo is transforming the way we behave 

online. The increased availability of 4G 

mobile and fibre optic broadband 

means that we spend a third of online 
activity watching videos –and it is forecast to 

significantly increase throughout 2017.   

Our thirst for video drives our spending habits 

online – 76% of businesses who use video have 

found it leads to an excellent return on  

investment (ROI) and significantly improved  

their website’s conversion rate. 

Using video in the recruitment process can be 
equally as effective as in consumer markets and 

is a great way to attract potential candidates.  

Research shows that jobseekers are ten times 

more likely to share a job post containing video 

than one without. In another recent survey,  

77% of individuals confessed they are more 

likely to buy a product or service after watching 

a promotional video and the same works for  
job postings; millennials in particular may be  

persuaded by engaging and relatable video  

content.  

 

Candidates want to know what you are like to 
work for – and historically we provide an insight 

into our business through open days or written 

case studies/interviews with current employees. 

These have a level of trust that cannot be 

achieved through other mediums. Using video 

to introduce job seekers to their potential future 

co-workers and allowing them a virtual tour of 

your facilities provides them a with a more 
vibrant, compelling and realistic insight into what 

it’s like to work for you. 

A great example of a successful video marketing 

campaign is the one ResourceBank helped  

introduce to the World Duty Free careers  

website. These videos feature a range of  
employees, from customer services, store  

manager to head of retail and they all describe 

how long they’ve been working for World Duty 

Free, what their role entails and what they like 

the most about their job. The purpose of these 

videos is to entice applicants through the words 

of existing employees rather than the company 

itself. 

The videos for Northgate Vehicle Hire feature 

genuine, unscripted content including real-life 

employees. The workers featured in these 

videos are providing a genuine insight on what 

it’s like to work for Northgate including: What a 

typical day involves, what it’s like working for the 

company, and what advice they would give to 

jobseekers. Since the implementation of these 
videos which have gained 5,000 views, 

Northgate has been told that the videos were a 

key factor in influencing individuals to apply. The 

videos are embedded onto the careers website, 

sent via email job updates and featured at the 

Northgate recruitment evenings.  

Your recruitment videos should also include 

negative attributes as well as positives; the  

negatives may put-off some applications but  

will leave you with ones that you would actually 
want – the ones that are most suitable for the 

role and match your company culture.  

Research has identified that emotion plays a  

key role in the decision making process and  

we believe there is no better way to evoke 

someone’s feelings than with the use of video 

marketing. Pride and joy are two very powerful 

emotions and by showing off employees who  
are happy and proud to work for the company, 

their sincerity will come across to viewers.  

Since a number of our clients decided to  

include video to their recruitment strategy,  

our recruiters have found an increase in job 
applications; embedding videos into emails  

was an effective approach as it helped to  

dramatically increase the interest generated. 

Research conducted on video marketing  

showed that including a video in email can  

lead to an impressive 200-300% rise in the  

click-through rate. 

VIDEO SUCCESS FOR WORLD DUTY FREE POSITIVES AND NEGATIVES  

300% RISE IN CLICK-THROUGH RATE 

AN INSIGHT INTO THE BUSINESS  

   

http://www.worlddutyfreejobs.com/
https://www.northgatecareers.co.uk/


BENEFITS AND PITFALLS  

n today’s competitive candidate market, it’s 

crucial for recruiters to maximise the  

effectiveness of their talent attraction activity. 

Recent research shows that 65% of companies are 

using video to conduct interviews with the amount 

increasing every year. At ResourceBank we have  

invested in a leading-edge video/digital screening 

technology and we share our experiences to date:    

 

 
Your most in-demand candidates will almost certainly be in  

a job at the moment - and offering an interview outside of 

normal 9-5 working hours means that these candidates will 

be more likely to consider an interview with you. Video is a 

versatile platform which can be viewed or recorded via any 
smart phone or mobile device at the time that most suits the 

candidate. Almost two thirds of video interviews are  

completed outside of working hours, with many taking place 

over the weekend.  

 

 

 

Conducting interviews via video technology can help to save 
time and money as it allows first contact between candidate 

and employer without either party having to travel. Because 

all applicants receive the same questions in the same way, 

employers are able to accurately compare and review  

candidates’ answers in a quick and effective manner,  

reducing the time-to-hire and recruit the best talent.  

Video interviews also allow you to pick up on visual cues  

that can impact your decision, unlike interviews done over 
the phone.  

With the help of ResourceBank, World Duty Free recently 

integrated video interviewing into their talent assessment 

process which has proved to be a great solution for high 

volume seasonal recruitment. Video interviewing has halved 

the time it takes to undertake initial candidate screening –  

identifying the best candidates faster as well as making the 
whole process more efficient. 

 

 

Increased access to top talent 

Time and cost-effective 

TOP TIPS ON USING VIDEO INTERVIEW 

1. IT MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR EVERYONE  
Although video is a great platform for individuals to show off 

their personalities, some candidates may not feel comfortable 

with being ‘on camera’ and fail to present themselves as well as 

they would in a face-to-face interview.  Our experience is that 

digital interviewing works best for sales and customer service 

vacancies, and is best avoided for roles that are technically  

focused. For instance, we don’t utilise video during the process 

of recruiting warehousing, driving and engineering positions. 

2. SEE WHAT WORKS FOR YOU  
Whilst video interview has been well received 

by candidates applying for jobs at World Duty 

Free Heathrow, it has been less popular with 

candidates applying to work at regional UK 

airports. Trialling the video interview is the best way to identify  

what does and doesn’t work for your recruitment needs.  

3. PERSONALISE THE EXPERIENCE 
Recording your own welcome video is a great way to  

make a strong impression on candidates and increase your  

desirability as an employer. Our Wolseley resourcing team have 

recorded a personal welcome video which features the entire 

hiring team and is played as an introduction for candidates, 

guiding them through the video interview process and outlining 

what is expected of them. This video has worked particularly  

well and has since received positive feedback from candidates. 

 Including a personal video made by your 

hiring team explaining more about the 

position and hiring process is a great way 

to help the candidate feel more 

enthused before they complete their 

interview. Our experience is that using 
video at the initial screening stage 

reduces drop-outs at the second face-to-

face assessment stage by up to 75%.   

Candidate Engagement  

 

   



REAL TIME TRACKING FOR HIRING MANAGERS 

Many managers juggle the responsibilities for  

recruitment with the full-time job of managing an 

existing team and therefore have very limited 

availability to progress their campaigns.    

A “Hiring Manager Portal” offered by  

ResourceBank allows busy managers to review  

candidates at any time of the day, 365 days a year.  

Managers can use their time efficiently and move 

quickly to ensure they don’t lose out on the best 

candidates. 

The ResourceBank portal system includes: 

 An intuitive UI that requires no training 

 A mobile optimised interface 

 A simple and informative dashboard to keep 

track of every pending action in real time. 

Managers are able to authorise vacancies, 

review candidates, give feedback, view 

upcoming interviews and make offers  

– all online and at a time which suits them. 

Managers are prompted by email alerts and all 

activity is tracked and recorded so that 

campaigns can be progressed as effectively as 

possible.  

The Hiring Manager Portal is available to  

all Executive Search clients and can be fully 

branded for RPO clients.    

Contact Sarah Crocker on 01952 281900  
or sarah.crocker@resourcebank.co.uk  
to find out more.  

ON-BOARDING PORTAL  

ired and delighted. An on-boarding  

portal keeps excitement strong  

during the process of starting a  

new job and has become an increasingly  

prevalent talent management trend that 

arms new employees with the tools,  

resources and knowledge they need in 

order to become successful and productive. 

On-boarding portals familiarise newcomers 

with the company mission before day one.  

 

 

ResourceBank launched a bespoke  

employee on-boarding portal for RPO 

client, Northgate Vehicle Hire, back in 
2015 which allows Northgate 

employees direct access to everything 

they need to read and complete 

during the on-boarding process.  

The responsive portal is  accessible 

through mobile devices,  tablets, and 

desktop PCs and has significantly 

reduced the time it  takes to complete 
and return documentation. 

The on-boarding portal simplifies and speeds 

up the offer-to-start process and enables us to 

get new employees into jobs more efficiently 

and quicker than before – providing Northgate 
with a more responsive and competitive hiring 

service. Implementing the online portal  

rather than printing documentation has also 

reduced the use of paper by approximately 

50,000 sheets a year.   

Northgate’s on-boarding portal was developed 

by ResourceBank, with close support from 

Northgate’s HR team, using the leading 
Avature ATS/CRM system as the platform. 

 

BESPOKE ON-BOARDING PORTAL 

The on-boarding process shouldn’t 

be a single event, but an ongoing 

talent strategy. The process doesn't 

end when paperwork has been  

returned, it is only the beginning. 

 

Increased engagement and productivity 

for new employees 

Allowing starters an insight into their new 

role/ company and informing them of 

company benefits and business  

objectives helps to engage employees 

early on and familiarises them with the 
company culture and procedures before 

they start.  

 

Enhanced Human Resources (HR)  

productivity  

Automating the on-boarding process for 

new starters allows HR to regain  

productivity, by freeing them from carry-
ing out a manual induction, it allows them  

to spend their valuable time elsewhere. 

BENEFITS OF AN ON-BOARDING PORTAL  

   

mailto:sarah.crocker@resourcebank.co.uk
http://www.resourcebank.co.uk/news/2015/03/resourcebank-implements-avature-talent-attraction-effectiveness/


Charlotte heads Engagement Services 

Why your employees will leave you  
While average UK attrition rates are around 25%, the staff turnovers in high demand areas such as London can 

exceed 75%. The increase in workplace competition combined with fact that millennials in particular are less 

likely to stay in the same job for a long period of time means that understanding why employees leave should 

be the number one priority for HR departments. 

THE TOP 5 REASONS:  
ResourceBank provides an independent exit interview  

service to many UK organisations and our data shows  

that the following are the top 5 reasons employees are  

leaving their positions: 

Lack of career progression is one of the main reasons  

employees look elsewhere. As more career opportunities  

open up, employees are less inclined to stay in a role that  

does not offer clear and measurable progression. 

Providing a platform for high job satisfaction is crucial when  

it comes to retaining employees as research shows only  

40% of people are truly happy in their current job.  

Poor employer-employee relationship and lack of  

support are common reasons individuals look for a new  

job and a whopping 42% of employees have left due to a  

poor manager.  

Work-life balance refers to an individual’s priority  
between ‘work’ and ‘lifestyle’ and employees often find they 
do not have time to focus on their personal life due to high 
workload, long hours and deadline pressures.  

The promise of increased reward is still tempting for 
even the most loyal of employees – and is more  
frequently mentioned within customer service and 
semi—skilled technical workers.  

 

 

 

 

 

harlotte Todd-Smith is now leading our team to further develop our Engagement  

Services. Exit Interviews are one area of increasing importance to organisations 

and an area that ResourceBank have significant expertise of managing for a wide 

range of clients.  

Our Exit interviews drill down on key areas but can be tailored to reflect your business 

and provide both quantitative and qualitative data.  Our Smart Survey system allows us 

to use a blended approach which would include phone, text and email with exportable 

data and access for our clients to see data in “real time”. Typically our Exit Interview 

service has a high success rate—we are able to get feedback from up to 80% of your 

leavers providing the leaver data we receive is accurate of course!  

We don’t just do Exit Interviews though, we can offer a range of 

interviews/surveys to provide companies with an holistic view of 

engagement. It’s called our Connected Insights which can look at all or 

a combination of;  

Decliners: why didn’t they accept your employment offer?  

Recent joiners:  is the reality what they expected? Retention is key, 

identify issues and nip them in the bud!  

Current/Stay interviews: if your workforce is engaged, committed and 

performing –lets find out why and what makes them stay!  

High potential: your future leaders, the stakes are high and so should 

their engagement level be – but is it? We can find out. 

All of the above  provide critical data and insight for your organisation 

and can help you improve your overall employee engagement. 

The use of an impartial and unbiased third party (us) to conduct 
interviews encourages freedom of expression and employees are  

happier to talk honestly about their experience and their underlying 

concerns. Our experienced team of telephone interviewers are able 

to build a rapport with the interviewees and to ‘drill down’ to ensure 

real motivation or concerns are identified. 

If you would like more information please contact Charlotte on  

07734 972679 or charlotte.todd-smith@resourcebank.co.uk 

   

mailto:charlotte.todd-smith@resourcebank.co.uk


ResourceBank client update 

Brexit hasn’t dampened results at World Duty Free where sales are 9% up on 

last year.  The ResourceBank resourcing team has recruited a record number 

of store-based and distribution centre staff and is also now managing head 

office recruitment. 

We have introduced a new careers website www.worlddutyfreejobs.com  

which incorporates mobile candidate application and digital interviewing.   

In June we will be celebrating 10 years of partnership with World Duty Free  

and look forward to many more!  

It is now a year since Wolseley UK outsourced the management of all 
branch recruitment to ResourceBank and we have interviewed more than 
3500 candidates for Wolseley UK’s trading brands, including Plumb and 
Parts Center, Pipe Center, Climate Center and Burdens, as well as Wolseley 
UK’s growing network of bathroom showrooms.   

Despite volumes being significantly higher than originally forecasted, the 
team has provided an exceptional service and achieved time-to-hire and 
satisfaction targets. Since April 2016, there has been 1,502 vacancies 
logged and 32,791 applications received.  

We have also been able to introduce new innovations including digital  
interviews and interview time-slot booking and have been asked to  
manage Wolseley’s graduate recruitment.   

 

 

Shares at Coats plc are up 105% since this time last year – which coincidentally 

is when ResourceBank proposed an innovative RPO for executive level  

recruitment at the global group.   

Our team has successfully sourced and recruited  

candidates to fill senior roles in the UK, USA, France, Germany, Romania,  

Turkey, Vietnam, Thailand, Mexico, China, Singapore and India to date.   

Our project manager based at Coats head office oversees a mobile enabled 

global careers website portal www.coatscareers.com which will soon be  

translated into nine different languages.  Thanks to savings on executive  

search fees, our service is forecast to save Coats in excess of £200,000 this year. 

   

http://www.worlddutyfreejobs.com


News  What’s happening in the  
ResourceBank family... 

The ladies at ResourceBank Telford office have 

been keeping active having recently formed a new 

netball team. The ResourceBank Ravens dedicate 

every Monday and Thursday evening to practice at 
Phoenix School in  Dawley. 

Have you got a work team or a social team and 

would like to challenge the Ravens?   

Send a challenge to info@resourcebank.co.uk   

and we’ll get the match on... 

L-R: Sophie Cross, Hannah Taylor, Imogen Pearson, Sophie 
Hesbrook, Georgia Middleton, Lorraine Hicks and Sarah Hicks.  

ResourceBank Recruitment Ltd, RBR House, Hawksworth Road, Central Park, Telford, Shropshire, TF2 9TU 

Tel: 01952 281900  Fax: 01952 291272  Email: info@resourcebank.co.uk  Web: www.resourcebank.co.uk 

Johanna Broadhurst was recently  

presented with her 15 years service award 

by ResourceBank Managing Director, 

Richard Pearson, at our head office in 
Telford. Jo was also rewarded with a gift 

voucher which she used to purchase a 

lovely Tiffany necklace, the perfect  

sentiment to mark this special anniversary. 

We are pleased to announce that Emma  

Holding, Jill Stubbs and Hilary Robinson 

have also recently celebrated their  

10 years services at Resourcebank.  

Here at ResourceBank, we pride ourselves 

on ensuring our employees are well looked 

after. It's important to us that everyone 

feels valued which is why we award our 

loyal employees with long-service awards 

when they reach their 5/10/15 years 

employment.  

Long Service Awards at ResourceBank 

ResourceBank welcome a few new faces to 

their growing team, Recruitment Business 

Partners Sarah Wright and Holly Johnson 
and Engagement Advisor, Amy Lawrence. 

The Executive Search team continues to  

expand and recently welcome Patrycja  

Garcia Jonkisz as Executive Consultant. 

Patrycja has worked in the Recruitment 

industry for six years and has gained a 

wealth of experience in diverse markets. 

Sarah joined ResourceBank in April 2017 
and is working in the YMCA Team having 

previously worked at Monarch  

Education Recruitment. Over the years she 

has gained a wealth of experience recruiting 

within the education sector and is able to 

use her existing skills and knowledge to 

source and recruit high quality candidates  

for our hard-to-fill vacancies.  

Welcome to... 

Amy joins ResourceBank after 3 years of  

employment with Caterpillar Inc., working 

her way up from Office Administrator to 

Human Resources Officer. She joined the  
HR solutions team as Engagement Advisor  

in April 2017, working alongside Charlotte 

Todd-Smith to conduct Exit Interviews for  

a range of customers including Headlam 

and Four Seasons Healthcare. 

Holly is the newest member of the World 

Duty Free team based in Henley. Holly  

spent several years recruiting for John  
Lewis before she left to join ResourceBank 

as Recruitment Business Partner.  Holly  

uses her extensive experience in retail  

recruitment to ensure candidates sourced 

are dedicated to the role and fit in with the 

WDF environment.  

 

 

 

ResourceBank are proud to announce we now 

have 18 certified Sourcing Ninjas in the team 

which has provided our recruiters with a new 

energy and focus on candidate identification 

and has allowed us to source with confidence 

across social channels including Facebook,  

Twitter and LinkedIn. It has also provided an in-depth under-

standing of the tools and techniques available to enhance all 

recruitment activity. 

The recruitment team   

The main priority for most of our embedded recruitment 

teams is to identify a small number of high quality candidates 

for each position with our clients, as opposed to attracting 

high numbers of applications for the sake of it.  We therefore 
very much focus on tactics needed to identify and source the 

right type of candidate. 

So, have you got any tough roles that could do with a Ninja 

approach? Call us on 01952 281900 to see how we can help. 

takes a Ninja approach  

mailto:info@resourcebank.co.uk

